Literacy Guide
Grades K–5

Explore Our Phenomenal World

Literacy Integration
Inspire Science provides meaningful ways to develop
literacy skills and strategies. Students read, write, speak
and listen while investigating the world around them.
Students engage with informational text while improving
reading comprehension skills, practicing close reading
strategies and crafting arguments from evidence.

The Energy Challenge

Another Sun

Science Read Alouds (K–1)
Science Read Alouds use the power of
narrative story-telling to pique student
interest in a science topic.
After listening to the story, students digin to the topic using the accompanying
informational text. The Read Aloud story
anchors the content and drives discovery.

Science
Read Aloud

Science
Read Aloud

Light and Sound
Are Energy

Growing Up

Lights in the Sky

Science
Read Aloud
Plant and Animal Needs

inspire-science.com

Nonfiction

Nonfiction

How
Earthquakes
and Volcanoes
Shape Earth

by Tom Lewis

Leveled Readers (K–5)
Build literacy skills and science content knowledge
with rich, appropriately leveled, informational text.

Nonfiction

Water
Habitats

by Barbara Collier

FPO

by Reyna Eisenstark

Star Gazing
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Every Inspire Science module includes a LeveledReader title, written at four readability levels—
Approaching, On, Beyond, and ELL. For grades 1-5,
these readers include a Paired Read to enhance the
experience with a narrative story. On the back cover of
each reader, you’ll find Guided Reading, Benchmark,
and Lexile® scores, making it easy to match each
student with the most appropriate text.

Lila’s Aquarium
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Grade 4

SNAP-IN FOR
WONDERS

UNIT 2

Utilize Inspire Resources for Wonders

Inspire Lesson Vocabulary
Unit 2

Unit 4: Information
Processing and Living Things
Module: Structures and
Functions of Living Things

Big Idea: What can animals
teach us?

Big Idea: How do the
structures of plants and
animals help them survive?

Access Complex Text
• Connection of Ideas
• Genre
• Organization
• Prior Knowledge
• Purpose
• Sentence Structure
• Specific Vocabulary

Access Complex Text
• Genre
• Purpose

Writing
• Compare-and-Contrast
Essay
• Lyric Poem

Reading/Writing Connection
• Text, Types, and Purposes
• Research to Build and
Present Knowledge

Pull in the related resources from Inspire Science to use with your Wonders instruction. The table below offers suggestions for
nonfiction readings, inquiry activities, digital resources, and other components that can be used to enhance your ELA curriculum.
Science resources are used out of the context of the Inspire Science lessons. Some weeks have more than one Inspire Science
connection, while others have no direct connections identified.

adaptation
external structure
internal structure
response
stimulus
structural adaptation

Unit 2

transpiration

Essential Question

Genre Study 1:
Weeks 1 and 2
Adaptations

tropism

What helps an animal
survive?

Inspire Academic Vocabulary
analyze
criteria
dissolve

LITERACY INTEGRATION
Inspire Science integrates literacy skills such as reading comprehension
and speaking and listening. Literature selections and informational text
are provided for students to practice reading skills and strategies while
using contextual understanding to find evidence.
Look for Close Reading and Access Complex Text features in Inspire
Science. Students will apply the skills they gain through literacy
instruction to their science text.

Genre Study 2:
Weeks 3 and 4
Animals in Fiction

READING

Close Reading features allow
students to analyze a science
text and focus on its meaning.

Next Generation Science Standards:

Animals All Around
Access Complex Text features
provide you with point-of-use
support needed to help your
students read increasingly
Week 6
complex text.
Review and Assess

Crosscutting Concepts:
• Systems and System Models

Performance Expectations:
4-LS1-1

English Language Arts:

Science and Engineering Practices:
• Engaging in Argument from Evidence

Genre Study 3:

Text
Week
5
A C T Access Complex

Writing: W.4.1, W.4.7

Unit | Module | Lesson

Essential Question

Components

How do animal structures
Unit 4: Information
Processing and Living Things help them survive, grow,
and reproduce?
Module: Information
Processing and Transfer
Lesson 1: Information
Processing in Animals
Module: Structures and
Functions of Living Things
Lesson 2: Structures and
Functions of Animals

Videos: Grizzly Bear; Animal Structures;
Animal Senses
Student Edition: Animal Parts, p. 25;
Inquiry Activity: Animal Parts, pp. 28–30;
Animal Needs and Structures,
pp. 32–33; Structural Adaptations,
p. 34; Behavioral Adaptations, p. 35;
Animal Senses, p. 62; Other Animal
Senses, p. 63

How do animal structures
Unit 4: Information
Processing and Living Things help them survive, grow
and reproduce?
Module: Structures and
Functions of Living Things
Lesson 2: Structures and
Functions of Animals

Student Edition: Winged Mysteries,
pp. 36–37

Unit 4: Information
Processing and Living Things
Module: Structures and
Functions of Living Things

Student Edition: National Park
Presentation, pp. 45–50

How do animal
characters change
familiar stories?
How are writers inspired
by animals?

The following Inspire Science resources also connect well with Wonders, Unit 2.
Use these resources to enrich or extend your Wonders instruction.

Disciplinary Core Ideas:
LS1.A: Structure and Function
Nonfiction

Animal
Senses Animal
Senses Animal
Senses Animal
Senses
Nonfiction

Nonfiction

by Meish Goldish

by Meish Goldish

Nonfiction

by Meish Goldish

by Meish Goldish

Snowstorm

Snowstorm
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Snap-In Tabs provide flexible integration right
where you need it. Teach both programs Side-bySide or utilize Inspire Science resources during
your ELA instruction. Make connections between
Big Ideas, lesson and academic vocabulary, writing
activities and various ways for students to access
complex texts. Make the most of instructional time
by using Wonders and Inspire Science together.

Organize your Inspire Science sequence with Wonders units to make meaningful connections. In Wonders Unit 2,
students learn how animals survive. Connect to the Structures and Functions of Living Things module from Inspire
Science as you discuss living things.

Wonders Unit 2

Align Wonders with Inspire Science to make
the most of instructional time.

Wonders + Inspire: Side-by-Side

Wonders Unit 2

Wonders Snap-In Tabs (K–5)
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UNIT 1 | ELA Integration Planner
ELA and Science: Side-by-Side

Collaborative Conversation
Strategies
• Engage Effectively in Whole-Class
and Peer Discussions
• Paraphrase Information
• State, Clarify, and Support Ideas
in a Constructive Conversation

Collaborative Conversations
• Page Keeley Science Probe
• Did You Know?
• Encounter the Phenomenon
• Talk About It
• ELD Support
• Communicate Information

Reading Strategies and Skills
• Identify Main Topic and Key Details
• Describe the Overall Structure
of a Story
• Compare and Contrast the Most
Important Points in Two Texts on
the Same Topic

READING Connections
• Integration of Knowledge
and Ideas

Writing
• Write to a Text-Based Prompt:
Informative/Explanatory Essay

WRITING Connections
• Text Types and Purposes
• Production and Distribution
of Writing
• Research to Build and
Present Knowledge

Look for Close Reading and Access Complex Text features in
Inspire Science. Students will apply the skills they
gain through literacy instruction to their science text.

ocean

desert

pond

forest

river

fresh water

salt water

grassland

shelter

habitat

survive

Inspire Science Academic Vocabulary

water

by Meish Goldish

pea gravel

tongue
depressor
fork
tweezers
colored
pencils

4. Experiment with the tools to determine which would best help a bird to
grasp and pick up food (colored gravel), swim in water, and dig through
debris (pea gravel).
5. Record Data In the table, rate each tool from one to three based on
how well it performed in each test. One is good, two is ok, and three
is poor.

BENCHMARK
ADVANCE UNITS

Pull in the related resources from Inspire Science to
use with your Benchmark Advance instruction. With
this strategy, science resources are used out of the
context of the Inspire Science lessons to enhance
Benchmark Advance ELA instruction. Some units
have more than one Inspire Science connection,
while others have no direct connections identified.

Snowstorm
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INSPIRE SCIENCE RESOURCES

The example below shows some of the Grade 4 Inspire Science print and digital
resources that can be utilized with your Grade 4 Benchmark Advance units.
READING

Close Reading features
allow students to analyze
a science text and focus
on its meaning.

A C T Access Complex Text
Access Complex Text features
provide you with point-of-use
support needed to help your
students read increasingly
complex text.

English Language Arts:
Reading Informational: RI.2.8
Writing: W.2.2, W.2.7, W.2.8, W.2.10

BENCHMARK UNIT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ORIGINAL INSPIRE SCIENCE MODULE SEQUENCE

Inspire Science modules are taught in the original sequence and resources are pulled
in throughout the year as needed to enhance ELA instruction.
Materials

Hands On

Put Your Best Foot Forward

safety
goggles

You have read that animals have different structures that help
them to be better suited to their environment. Have you ever
wondered what type of feet would be better for swimming?
What feet would be better for picking things up? Look at the
tongue depressor, fork, and tweezers. You will use these tools
to simulate how birds use their feet to survive in nature.

two plastic
containers

Make a Prediction Take a look at the activites listed in the
data table. Which tool will be best for each activity?

Design a
Roller Coaster

Leveled
Readers:
Artificial Skin

Simulation:
Animals' Eyes
Video:
How Do
Animals See?

pea gravel

tongue
depressor

Simulation:
Plant Structures

is a scientist who studies
animals. Zoologists also study animals that
are extinct. Zoologists observe animals in
their natural habitat and in a laboratory and
collect data to learn more about the animals
they are studying. They study an animal’s
physical characteristics, diet, and behaviors.
They often work for universities, museums,
or zoos. They may work outside in the field,
in a laboratory, or in an office.

Talk About It

2. Place a handful of the colored gravel into each container.
3. Observe the different tools. They represent different types of feet
you might find on birds.
4. Experiment with the tools to determine which would best help a bird to
grasp and pick up food (colored gravel), swim in water, and dig through
debris (pea gravel).
5. Record Data In the table, rate each tool from one to three based on
how well it performed in each test. One is good, two is ok, and three
is poor.

Component: SE
Grade: 4
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Video:
Sound and
Light Energy

colored
pencils

Planning after Lesson 1

How does knowing about forces and motion affect
your design of a roller coaster?
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Investigator:
Underground
Heat

by Barbara Collier

FPO

Component: SE
Grade: 4
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Welder

STEM MODULE PROJECT Module: Energy and Motion
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Program: Inspire Science
Vendor: SPi-Global

Record information to
help you plan your model
after each lesson.

HANNAH

38 EXPLAIN Module: Structures and Functions of Living Things
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Program: Inspire Science

tweezers

BE CAREFUL Wear safety goggles during this activity.
1. Add water to one container until it is half full. Add pea gravel
to the second container until it is one-fourth full.

ELABORATE Module: Structures and Functions of Living Things

Vendor: SPi-Global

Apply what you have learned about forces and motion to your
project planning.

fork

Carry Out an Investigation

It’s Your Turn
Like a zoologist, you will now analyze data
to learn more about animals. Complete the
activity on the next page to find out more
about how birds’ structures help them
survive in their environment.
How might a zoologist help an animal
survive? Discuss with a partner.

40
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STEM
Connection:
What Does a
Zoologist Do?

How
Earthquakes
and Volcanoes
Shape Earth

You’ve been hired as a mechanical engineer.
Using what you have learned throughout this
module, you will develop a design for a roller
coaster. Your goal will be to design, build,
and test a model roller coaster track that has
at least one hill. One steel ball will start at the
dropping point measuring 75 cm tall. The second
steel ball will be placed at the end of the track. Remember, your
goal is to have only the second steel ball fall inside the cup.

water

colored
gravel

A zoologist

Encounter the
Phenomenon
Video:
Skydive
Leveled
Readers:
Go Further:
Animal Senses How Animals
Survive

Nonfiction

STEM Module Project
Engineering Challenge

INQUIRY ACTIVITY

What Does a Zoologist Do?

Video:
Animal
Structures

Inquiry
Activity:
Put Your Best
Foot Forward
PDF_Pass

Video:
Video:
Using
Nonrenewable How Animals
Survive
Resources

Leveled
Investigator:
Leveled
Readers:
Eye Technology Readers:
Mission: Green Animal Senses
Earth

Grade 2 Unit 1 • Science and ELA Integration Planners

002_003_NA_BM_COR_G2_U01_418126.indd 2

two plastic
containers

colored
gravel

BE CAREFUL Wear safety goggles during this activity.
1. Add water to one container until it is half full. Add pea gravel
to the second container until it is one-fourth full.
2. Place a handful of the colored gravel into each container.
3. Observe the different tools. They represent different types of feet
you might find on birds.

STEM CAREER Connections

2

safety
goggles

Carry Out an Investigation

Utilize Science Resources
for ELA Instruction

Next Generation Science Standards:

Disciplinary Core Ideas:
LS4.D: Biodiversity and Humans

Animal
Senses

Materials

You have read that animals have different structures that help
them to be better suited to their environment. Have you ever
wondered what type of feet would be better for swimming?
What feet would be better for picking things up? Look at the
tongue depressor, fork, and tweezers. You will use these tools
to simulate how birds use their feet to survive in nature.
Make a Prediction Take a look at the activites listed in the
data table. Which tool will be best for each activity?

STRATEGY 2:

system

Performance Expectation:
2-LS4-1
Science and Engineering Practices:
• Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
• Connections to Nature of Science
Scientific Knowledge is Based on Empirical Evidence

Nonfiction

INQUIRY ACTIVITY
Hands On

Put Your Best Foot Forward

diversity

Javier Larrea/Pixtal/age fotostock

LITERACY INTEGRATION
Inspire Science integrates literacy skills such as reading
comprehension and speaking and listening. Literature
selections and informational text are provided for students to
practice reading skills and strategies while using contextual
understanding to find evidence.

Arctic

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education (1 5 8)Ken Cavanagh/McGraw-Hill Education,
(6)©Comstock/Alamy Images, (7)©Image Source, all rights reserved., (8)Ken
Karp/McGraw-Hill Education, (others)Jacques Cornell/McGraw-Hill Education

Big Idea: What do living things
need to survive in their habitat?

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Align Inspire Science with Benchmark Advance
Instruction in two flexible ways. Use can both
programs together to encourage meaningful
connections between Literacy and Science. You
can also choose to use Inspire Science Resources
to enhance Benchmark Advance ELA instruction.
With the flexible Integration Planner, the choice is
up to you.

Inspire Science Lesson Vocabulary
Unit 4: Living Things and Habitats
Module: Living Things in Habitats

Essential Question: How do living
things get what they need to survive?

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education (1 5 8)Ken Cavanagh/McGraw-Hill Education,
(6)©Comstock/Alamy Images, (7)©Image Source, all rights reserved., (8)Ken
Karp/McGraw-Hill Education, (others)Jacques Cornell/McGraw-Hill Education

Two ways to align Inspire Science and
Benchmark Advance

Benchmark
Advance
Unit 1: Plants and Animals in
Their Habitats

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education (t)Scott Kahn/Alamy, (inset)Image
Source/Vetta/Getty Images, (b)zilli/iStock/Getty Images

Benchmark Integration Planners (K–5)

Organize your Inspire Science sequence with Benchmark Advance units to make meaningful connections. In Benchmark
Advance Unit 1, students learn about how plants and animals get what they need from their habitats. Connect to the Living
Things in Habitats module from Inspire Science as you discuss habitats and necessities for survival.

61
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STEM Module Leveled
Readers:
Project:
Design a Roller How
Earthquakes
Coaster
and Volcanoes
Video:
Shape Earth
Weathering
Investigator:
Simulation:
Designing
Effects of
Strong
Erosion
Buildings
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Simulation:
Earthquake
Waves

Video:
Video:
Using
Uses of
Nonrenewable Electricity
Resources
Simulation:
Investigator:
Energy Causes
Underground
Change
Heat
Simulation:

Leveled
Energy Transfer
Readers:
Through Matter
Mission: Green Investigator:
Earth
Engineering
with Electrifying
Outcomes
Leveled
Readers:
When Energy
Changes

22/02/20 2:55 PM

Science and ELA Integration Planners
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Investigator Magazine and Articles (2–5)
Investigator Magazine articles connect current,
real-world science and engineering topics to
Inspire Science content.
These articles are packed with stunning imagery,
dynamic graphs, tables, and maps to convey
information. Each article is available at two Lexile®
levels making cutting-edge science and engineering
accessible to all students.

Investigator
inspiring stories of real-world science and engineering

17

25

Investigator

53

inspiring stories of real-world science and engineering

01

17
05

09

Medical
magnets

21

Language-Building Resources (K–5)
Support student vocabulary acquisition through exploration, study, and review of relevant
module vocabulary.
Every Inspire Science module comes with three different Language-Building Resource activities
that provide linguistically rich explanations of key vocabulary words. Language-Building Resources
require students to use science concepts to compare and contrast ideas while peeling away
the layers of word meanings. These activities are ideal for all students, and directions and
corresponding student worksheets are available as PDFs in the Teacher Center.

wolves in
yellowstone

ENGAGE

Study Guide Foldables,®
Notebook Foldables,®
and Visual Kinesthetic
Vocabulary (VKVs®)

15 min
individual
Visual Literacy
Lesson Vocabulary
If possible, begin this activity by showing students a stuffed

winter

EXPLAIN

ELABORATE

EVALUATE

spring

CCC

077_103_NA_SCI_SE_G2_MCL2U2_699620.indd 85
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If students are able to name different properties of
materials, then have them reread the Close Reading with a
partner and list the properties on a separate sheet of paper.

33

If students are unable to name different properties of
materials, then have them reread the Close Reading with a
partner and list all properties of wood on a separate sheet
of paper.

02/01/19 3:42 PM

EVALUATE

Other Materials,
Other Properties

Other Materials,
Other Properties

whole class

Hard, sturdy materials are good for tables.
Tables must be strong enough to hold heavy
objects. The legs of a chair are made from
strong materials so people can sit on them.

Students will extend their understanding of the physical
properties of matter by identifying different building materials.

Access Complex Text

Sample answer: I would want the material to
others
be strong so it could hold books.
34

EXPLAIN Module: Describe Materials

Other Materials,
Other Properties

GO ONLINE

h a partner. Go back
etails in your instructions.
45

02/01/19 3:43 PM

WRITING ConnectionGO ONLINE Listen to the Crosscutting Concepts Science
Song: Cause and Effect.
Range of Writing W.2.10
Copy the Sequence graphic organzier on page EM16 of the
Teacher’s Edition for students to use while planning out the
steps for building a boat. Have students write the steps and
the materials they would use to build a boat on a separate
sheet of paper.

Talk About It

34 instructions
Module: Describe
MaterialsStudents
Have students share their
with a partner.
can add to and change their instructions as they get feedback
from each other. Encourage them to speak like engineers
by using the discussion prompt: I want to build on your idea
about making a boat longer.

33

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Read About: Other
Materials, Other Properties

Science Song:
Cause and Effect

Inspire Science offers an integrated curriculum that develops
language proficiency, literacy, and mathematics skills during science
instruction. In addition to literacy and math, connections are made to
other disciplines as well (e.g., social studies, environment).

3. What properties would you look for in a material
when making a desk?

Sample answer: I would want the material to
be strong so it could hold books.
34

Test and Analyze Materials

Cross-Curricular Connections (K–5)

INTERACTIVE PRESENTATION

The couch is held
up by hard
materials. Soft
materials make
it comfortable.

Lesson 2

31/12/18 8:09 PM

Hard, sturdy materials are good for tables.
Tables must be strong enough to hold heavy
objects. The legs of a chair are made from
strong materials so people can sit on them.

EXPLAIN Module: Describe Materials

027_055_NA_SCI_SE_G2_MBL2U2_699620.indd 34
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Pix11/Shutterstock

te instructions for building
e sheet of paper. Use the
and
your instructions.

GO ONLINE

Explore Material Match to
connect materials to the
objects they make.

Furniture
makers choose different 34
027_055_NA_SCI_SE_G2_MBL2U2_699620.indd
materials for pieces of furniture. The
material that is best depends on how the
furniture is used.

Cause and Effect

Discuss with the class that you can
Tellmuch
students
think about boat materials
liketo imagine the couch legs were made of glass.
an architect thinks aboutASK:
building
Would the couch legs still be strong? Sample
materials. Have studentsanswer:
sketchyes
a
design for a boat that not
onlyWhat
floats
ASK:
problem could it cause if the legs were made
but uses materials that may
save Sample answer: They would crack more easily;
of plastic?
energy. Encourage themplastic
to label
theas strong.
is not
materials they would use and why.

BRIDGING AND REACHING
After reading the last paragraph aloud, point to the photo. ASK:
What did we learn about June Lake? What happens to it in the
winter? What happens to it in the spring? Encourage students to
use complex sentences.

such as wood or plastic are not. Encourage them to
use module vocabulary if possible.

ASK: What words describe the table? hard, sturdy, strong

Have students look at the photo of the couch. Tell them to

pages. Help them make a list of all the materials they
see. Then help them use a Venn diagram to classify the
materials as strong, flexible, or both.

3. What properties would you look for in a material
when making a desk?

and chair.

Visual Literacy
READING Connection

strong, and flexible. Challenge them to use other
vocabulary from the module as well.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education (c)Pix11/Shutterstock,
(inset)Will Thomas/Alamy Stock Photo

Have students read the second paragraph. The describing

in the text tell what properties are important for a table
Inspire Sciencewords
Investigators

ENVIRONMENTAL Connection

Key Ideas and Details RI.2.8
label the different materials and how they are being used.
Have students read the Suggest
Investigator
that students draw arrows to connect each label and
article Saving Energy with
Materials.
material.
Ask if they know what is under the soft fabric of the
Have them note information
about
seating
area.
how materials are chosen when
building.

Describe Materials

Lesson 2 Materials Can Change 85
BL Have students analyze the materials that are used to
ACT features
provide teachers with support needed
to help students
build a road or bridge. Allow them to do a bit of research if
necessary. Then have them use cause-and-effect language
read increasingly
complex texts.
to describe why those materials are usually used and

ASK: What does the type of material depend on? how the
EXPLAINis used
ELABORATE EVALUATE
furniture

Have students discuss how reusing materials affects the
ASK: are
Whatconsumed?
word describes
theislegs
environment. What resources
How
theof the chair? strong
diversity of the environment impacted?

Module:

ACT: Access Complex Text

ASK: What is the subject or noun in the sentence? material

EXPLORE

20

AL Have partners tell a story using the words property, _____.
water
ice What happens to it in the spring? It melts into _____.

OL Have students look at the photos on the student

The couch is held
up by hard
materials. Soft
materials make
it comfortable.

Sentence Structure Tell students that when they read longer
sentences, they should try to chunk words together. Read aloud
the first two sentences on the page. Have students look at the
second sentence. The word depends connects the first part of
the sentence to the second part.

ENGAGE

GO ONLINE

Explore Material Match to
connect materials to the
objects they make.

Furniture makers choose different
materials for pieces of furniture. The
material that is best depends on how the
furniture is used.

GO ONLINE Explore the Go Further activity Material Match.

A C T

ENTERING AND EMERGING
Ensure comprehension of the last paragraph by reading it aloud

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education (c)Pix11/Shutterstock,
(inset)Will Thomas/Alamy Stock Photo

30 min

EL Support

and pointing
out the photos ofguide
June Lake. ASK:
In what season
The Close Reading activities in Inspire
Science
students
to
does the water freeze into ice? winter In what season does it melt?
spring
search for answers to text-dependent
questions within informational
DEVELOPING AND EXPANDING
Differentiated Instruction
Pointfocus
out the photos
of June
Lake and read the last paragraph
text passages,
encouraging them to
on
meaning.
aloud. ASK: What happens to the lake in the winter? It freezes into

Lesson 2: Test and Analyze Materials
ELABORATE

02/01/19 3:41 PM

02/01/19 3:17 PM

Close Reading (K–5)
EXPLAIN

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

the tabs and glue onto their student page. Allow time for

students
a partner.
the most
earthquakes.
What evidence
shows that heating
ice to share the properties they listed withCheck
students’ written answers and ask students who
Study
Guide Foldables®
causes a reversible
change?
are ready
COLLECT EVIDENCE Remind students to return
to the for more examples of reversible changes.
Haveanswer:
student Heat
pairs make
a Your
Three-Tab
Book
page
EM9
Sample
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melts
Make
Claim
page
atice
theusing
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lesson to
more evidence
aboutthem
how materials
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Have
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in a of
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lake. TheEdition
lakerecord
melts
and
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Students will
that
materials canthem
be described and
three different materials—one
forunderstand
each tab.
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classified by theirchanges.
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20 EXPLAIN Module: Describe Materials
Visual Kinesthetic
Vocabulary®
again
asown
theclothing
temperature
to and
lookagain
at their
for items like shoe string, rubber,
and metal rings.EXPLAIN
HaveLesson
them2 draw
an
example
Materials
Can
Change 85of the material 10 min
pairs
on the front of the tab Quick
and then
write about how that material
Check
is used and its properties
on the inside. Encourage students
students cut out two strips of the Dinah Zike Visual
Use this formative assessment to determineHave
if students
to use adjectives like stretchy,
strong,
hard,
small,
flexible,
Kinesthetic
are ready to
move on.
Meet with
each
student
using the Vocabulary from pages VKV3–VKV4 in their
One-On-One Conversation strategy. Hold upnotebook.
three different
absorbent and long-lasting.
Discuss the relationship between the words heat
objects and note how many and what kinds of properties
and melt, freeze and cool. Allow students time to complete
the student can name.
with a partner.
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water and you could get wet.
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Glue anchor tab here.
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2. What could happen if you made a raincoat

out of cotton?
Explain.
Sample
answer:
The central part of the US had
the
most earthquakes.
Sample
answer: The cotton could absorb

Thinking

Students
will usewith
this page
and the Allow
Notebook
Have students read thestudent.
text on
the page
a partner.
Foldables student page as a tool to practice describing
the
SEP: Engaging
in Argument from Evidence
time for partners to discuss
theofproperties
a cotton
shirtthe
properties
materials. Tellof
students
to record
name of
DCI:
Chemical Reactions
and a raincoat and answer
the on
question
onthethe
the object
the front of
tab page
and listabout
as many
properties
asraincoat
appropriatewere
on their
student
page.
Have students cut out
what
would
happen
if
a
made
of
cotton.
CCC: Cause and Effect
Sample answer: The central part of the US had
I

Some raincoats are made of plastic.
The plastic material does not absorb
water. It keeps you dry.

ASK: Name one way they are different. Sample answer:

A stuffed animal is soft and a bowling ball is hard.
READING Connection

Vocabulary Acquisition and
L.2.6EM11 of the Teacher’s Edition forThree-Dimensional
Next, Use
copy page
each

DC

Clothes are made of materials that
have certain properties. Cotton is a
flexible material. It bends as you
move. A cotton shirt allows you to
move easily.

EXPLAIN Lesson 2 Test and Analyze Materials

arned about properties
g energy to design a
gn here. Label materials
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The material of a raincoat
keeps you dry.

Soft, flexible clothes allow you
to move easily.

Cut out the Notebook Foldables tabs given to you
by your teacher. Glue the anchor tabs as shown
below. List three properties of each object shown.

Have students look at the two photos on the page. Ask
animal
and aflexible
ball. Have
a quick from
class discussion
flexible Tell students the
word
comes
the Latinof the
to circle the reversible changes they see in the
of each. Then have students lookstudents
at the Notebook
word flectere, meaningproperties
“to bend.”
Add the word flexible to
the a bowling
Foldables student page. A stuffed animal kitten
twoand
photos.
word web from Lessonball
1. have very different properties.
ASK:
What
happened to the water from the top photo to the
ASK: Name one way the objects are alike.
bottom photo? Sample answer: The lake water thawed out.
During Reading Sample answer: They are both medium in size.

Developed by Dinah Zike, Foldables
and VKVs help students organize,
remember and make sense of new
ideas. Students use their hands and
minds to organize information and
increase content retention.

erials are not the only
when building. Saving
oo. Read the Investigator
with Materials.

als

EXPLORE

reversible Write the word down for students to see. Draw
line between the s and i. Tell students the root word
Lesson 1: Investigateareverse
Materials
In many places winter is cold. Look at June Lake.
means “to do the opposite.” Ask students to suggest
In winter, the water freezes and turns to solid
opposites
for these words: heavy, hot, stand up. Tell students
ENGAGE
EXPLORE
EXPLORE
EXPLAIN
ELABORATE
EVALUATE
ice. In spring, heat from the Sun melts the ice.
that
when
materials are reversible in science, they are able to
The water changes to liquid.
ENGAGE EXPLORE EXPLAIN
ELABORATE
EVALUATE
go back to the original state; they can be changed back.
Notebook
Foldables®
Some changes to materials caused by heating and
cooling are reversible. They can be changed back.

Literacy Connections are identified for each lesson on the first page
of the lesson interleaf pages.

Differentiated Instruction
AL Have partners think of a toy they would like to make.
Ask them to discuss which material would be best for
making that toy and then tell why.
OL Have students imagine that they will build a car. Ask
partners to list materials that would be needed for making
a car and then explain which parts of a car would be made
with each material.
BL Have partners research toys from the 1930s and
1940s. What materials were used to make those toys? How
does that compare to most toys made today? Then have
students discuss the materials and predict which toys most
likely would last longer.
Lesson 2

Test and Analyze Materials
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